Abstract-Microblog summarization can save large amount of time for users in browsing. However, it is more challenging to summarize microblog than traditional documents due to the heavy noise and severe sparsity of posts. In this paper, we propose an unsupervised method named TR-LDA for summarizing microblog by cascading two key-bigram extractors based on TextRank and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Cascading strategy contributes to a key-bigram set with better noise immunity. Two sentence ranking strategies are proposed based on the key-bigram set. Moreover, an approach of sentence extraction is proposed by merging two ranking results. Compared with some other text content based summarizers, the proposed method was shown to perform superiorly in experiments on Sina Weibo dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microblog platforms such as Twitter and Sina Weibo have become part of our daily life, from which we can gain information timely to keep in touch with the world every now and then. However, sometimes we may sink into the massive information. A lot of time can be saved for users in browsing if microblog can be summarized automatically. Moreover, text analysis tasks such as classification, clustering and information retrieval can benefit from text summarization due to the reduction of dimensions.
The purpose of this paper is to automatically extract several salient sentences from a set of topic related microblog posts to form a summary to summarize the core contents. From the perspective of traditional document summarization, it can be treated as a multi-document summarization problem by treating each post as a document or a single-document summarization problem by simply concatenating all posts as one document. However, the problem is still more intractable than summarizing any traditional documents, since microblog posts suffer from severe sparsity, heavy noise and bad normalization [1] , while traditional documents are usually in nice structure and clear semantic. Most existing microblog summarization methods suffer from low precision.
To overcome the above difficulties, we propose an unsupervised method named TR-LDA to summarize microblog by cascading key-bigram extractors. Unlike most existing methods [1] - [4] , which are based on Bag-of-Words (BoW) model to weight sentences or rank sentences directly based on text graph, our TR-LDA method generates summary by two main steps: 1) Extract a key-bigram set to discover the subtopics of the hot topic posts by cascading TextRank and LDA extractors; 2) Rank sentences based on the key-bigram set by two strategies and extract sentences by merging the two ranking results to form a summary. There are two advantages of cascading extractors: 1) TextRank removes the low-ranked bigrams to provide a precise candidate set to the LDA extractor. And a lot of time can be saved when calculating the local density since the size of candidates is cut down. 2) LDA captures the semantic relationship between bigrams so that the centrality of bigrams can be measured more precisely, which contributes to a key-bigram set with less noise finally.
The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows: 1) We propose an unsupervised key-bigram extracting method by cascading TextRank and LDA extractors. 2) We propose a way to measure bigram centrality by calculating its local density based on the word distribution over topics of LDA model. 3) We propose two efficient sentence ranking strategies and a multi-ranking results merging method for sentence extraction. Therefore, our TR-LDA method can generate precise and high-recall microblog summaries even only based on the text content features. Compared with the existing text content based summarizers, our experimental results on Sina Weibo dataset demonstrate the superiority of our method.
The outline of this paper is as follows. We briefly review the related work in Section II, then describe our proposed TR-LDA method in details in Section III. Experimental results on Sina Weibo dataset are shown in Section IV, followed by a conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
Text summarization methods can be divided into extractive and abstractive ones. The latter one, re-generating sentences, is good at concentrating contents into a natural summary but highly relies on domain knowledge, thus sufferring from bad popularization. The former one, directly extracting sentences from the texts, is widely used because it is not restricted to text domain and genre. Most extractive summarization tasks are regarded as sentence ranking problems, which can be roughly divided into three types: 1) statistical feature based methods [5] , [6] , which simply consider term frequency, sentence position and length, title and clue words; 2) lexical chain based methods [7] , which construct chains of related words with the help of lexicon such as WordNet, and select strong chains to extract salient sentences according to some standards; 3) graph ranking based methods such as LexRank [8] and TextRank [4] , which use PageRank [9] to rank the text graph. Nevertheless, traditional text summarization methods are unable to satisfy the need of microblog summarization due to the severe sparsity, heavy noise and bad format of posts. Researches on summarizing microblog is scantly. Features like text contents, social attributes and user influences [10] , [11] are widely adopted to summarize microblog. But we only review some summarization methods based on text content that are related to our work here. Sharifi et al. [2] proposed Phrase Reinforcement (PR), a graph-based algorithm, to find the most commonly occurring phrases to be included in the summary, which was defeated by a simpler statistical algorithm named Hybrid Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (Hybrid TF-IDF) [3] they proposed later. Inouye and Kalita [1] developed Hybrid TF-IDF to generate multiple post summaries by introducing similarity threshold and clustering techniques. One is extracting the most weighted posts directly from all the posts as summary, whose pair-wise similarity is under the similarity threshold. The other is clustering posts before extraction, then extracting posts from different clusters. Surprisely, the former one outperformed other methods, including several well-known traditional text summarizers. However, previous work still suffers from low precision because noise of posts may be introduced when scoring sentences directly based on the whole BoW.
Keyword extraction is closely related to a number of text mining tasks, such as text retrieval, document clustering, classification and summarization. We focus on unsupervised methods for keyword extraction in this paper. TF-IDF [12] is one of the most widely used methods due to its simplicity and efficiency, which simply ranks candidate words by the TF-IDF scores and selects the top N words as keywords. TF-IDF is good at finding new words especially in microblog posts, which usually contain quite a few out-of-vocabulary. However it may fail to extract low-frequency keywords. Graph-based ranking methods, such as TextRank [4] and reinforcement graph [13] , [14] , have become the state-of-the-art methods for keyword extraction. TextRank executes PageRank [9] on a word graph and ranks words according to the final PageRank scores. Recently, more researches [15] , [16] focus on discovering latent semantic relationships between words to reduce vocabulary gap by LDA [17] topic model. LDA models a set of documents, then estimates the topic distribution of each document and the word distribution of each topic, thus words and documents are associated with topics. The semantic similarity between a word and a document can be measured by their topic distributions, which can be used as the ranking score for keyword extraction. Only a handful of summarization work is based on keyword extraction. Ernesto et al. [18] exploited a keyphrase extraction methodology to LAKE system at DUC-2005, which chose candidate phrases using linguistic knowledge and extracted keyphrase by TF-IDF term weighting with the position feature. However, the position feature may fail in microblog posts since they are short and in bad format. Some traditional document summarization work also tried to take bigram as lexical unit. Gillick et al. [19] and Li et al. [20] both summarized traditional multi-documents based on maximizing bigram weights by Integer Linear Programing (ILP). However, no similar work has been applied to the noisy and sparse microblog. Therefore, it still remains to see the performance of summarizing microblog by cascading unsupervised key-bigram extractors. 
III. THE TR-LDA METHOD

A. Framework
Given a set of microblog posts that are related to the same topic, we extract salient sentences with redundancy removal to form a summary with appropriate length by our TR-LDA method. Fig. 1 shows the whole framework: Firstly, preprocess microblog posts into sentence set, and each sentence is represented as a bag of bigrams. Secondly, extract a key-bigram set by cascading two unsupervised key-bigram extractors: 1) Generate candidate bigram set by TextRank extractor whose text nodes are initialized by TF-IDF values. 2) Extract key-bigrams from the candidate set by LDA based on their local densities. Thirdly, rank sentences by two strategies and extract sentences by merging the two ranking results. Finally, form the extracted sentences into a summary then output it.
B. Preprocessing
In order to make the posts more pure, we remove all topic hashtags, embedded URLs, symbol emotions, forwarding characters and user names. Then we split long posts that consist of more than 30 characters into sentences, and remove short sentences that consist of less than four characters. Consequently, we split sentences into unigrams. Microblog posts usually present two kinds of phenomena: 1) Reposting may lead to massive repeated posts; 2) Users are inclined to express some viewpoints on the same topic with similar or same words and phrases. These repeated words, phrases and sentences mainly deliver some strong views of a topic, which are more likely to be keywords. Moreover, keywords surrounded by other keywords make the sentence more significant. Thereupon, based on the previous preprocessing results, we combine two adjacent unigrams in each sentence as a bigram. Thus each sentence is represented as a bag of bigrams. We take bigram instead of word and phrase as the lexical unit by considering its information and simplicity. Straightforwardly, bigram contains more information than a single word, which is like phrase to some degree. However, it is rather complex to extract syntactic-complete phrase, which International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing, Vol. 5, No. 3, June 2015 may need extern lexicon and complicated syntactic parsing. We can generate bigram quickly by just concatenating two adjacent words together. Moreover, our ultimate goal is to extract salient sentences to form the summary rather than raw bigrams. Therefore, we care more about the information, rather than whether the format of a bigram is in agreement with the syntactic rule or not.
C. Key-Bigram Extracting Based on TextRank
The basic idea of TextRank is voting or recommendation. Each edge in the graph can be considered as a recommendation. The larger weight of edge means the higher degree of recommendation. Besides, the score of the vertex itself measures the authority of its recommendation. The vertex's authority propagates in the whole graph recursively. Therefore, TextRank computes the salience of a vertex by taking into account the global information from the entire graph recursively, rather than only based on the local vertex-specific information.
Let V be the set of vertexes and E be the set of edges, we construct a directed weighted graph   ,
G V E , in which each
vertex is a bigram, and each edge is the co-occurring times of two ordered bigrams within a fixed length window (we set to 10 
where   running TextRank algorithm, an authority score is associated with each bigram. We rank the bigrams in descending order and select the top r% bigrams as candidate set.
D. Key-Bigram Extracting Based on LDA
If bigrams are grouped into clusters, it is obvious that a bigram cluster usually forms a key aspect of the posts, among which, bigrams with higher centrality (not only the cluster center) seem more reasonable to represent the topic of the cluster. However, we have no need to gain the bigram cluster explicitly if we can obtain the local density of the bigram. Because high centrality in a cluster means high local density within specific distance or specific number of neighbors. Rodriguez et al. [21] propose a fast search method to find density peaks. Inspired by their work, we propose to extract key-bigram s from the candidate set by computing their local densities based on the LDA word distribution over topics.
The basic idea of LDA is to discover the latent topics of each document and the relationship between words and topics. We use cross entropy to measure the distance since bigrams are represented as probabilistic distribution over topics, which can be formally defined as below:
where i b is the current candidate bigram and j b is its candidate neighbor. Because we find that taking i b and j b as the model and true distribution respectively contributes to better results than the situation in reverse. The more similar the two distributions are, the larger cross entropy they own, since the degree of uncertainty is higher. However, larger value usually means longer distance. So we take the negative value of cross entropy as the distance. Sequentially, the local density of each bigram can be formally defined as below:
where   higher local density are usually more representative and salient. So we rank all the candidate bigrams based on descending order of their local densities. The above extracting process can be summarized in Table I .
E. Sentence Ranking Strategies
A straightforward sentence ranking approach is to give more salience to sentences that contain more key-bigrams, and give less weight to sentences that are too long or too short,
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since they are less appropriate to be included in the summary. Concentrating on this idea, we propose two strategies to rank sentences. 3. Rank candidate bigrams based on descending order of their local densities, and select the top-N as key-bigrams.
1) Overlap similarity (OS) strategy
OS is a recall-liked score, which counts the overlap bigrams between the sentence and the key-bigram set, divided by the size of key-bigram set. And then dividing the score by the length of sentence can weaken the weight of long sentences. However, some short sentences may gain higher weight on the contrary, which deviates from the idea that too short sentences are not suitable to form the summary. Therefore, when the length of sentence is shorter than the average length of the whole sentence set, we normalize the score by the average length. Formally, OS computes the score of a sentence j S as follows:
where i b is the co-occurring bigram, || j S is the length of sentence, and |KBS| is the size of key-bigram set.
2) Mutual Information (MI) strategy
The relevance between two variables can be measured by MI. The higher the value is, the tight the two variables are. Thereupon, we can measure what extent a sentence contains the key-bigram set by MI. Sentences with larger MI score should be ranked higher because their higher coverage degree.
Formally, MI computes the score of a sentence j S as follows:
where   
F. Sentence Extracting by Merging Ranking Results
OS strategy shows good performance of high recall, while MI strategy obtains better precision. Therefore, it is meaningful to merge the two ranking results when extracting sentences to form the summary. We propose a merge strategy by considering the mean and variance values of two ranks for a specific candidate sentence. Sentence with higher mean rank and low variance in two ranking results should be given higher preference. Because high rank in each ranking result means high recommendation, and low variance in both ranking results indicates the stability of rank. Meanwhile, we also take into account the different weights of two ranking strategies. Consequently, the priority of each candidate sentence after merging can be formally defined as below:
      which  is used to tune the weight of two strategies. Small ranking value means high rank. Hence, sentences with smaller value of selection priority as (7) described should be given higher priority after merging the two ranking results. Moreover, redundancy removal is rather necessary when extracting sentences for summary. Before adding the selected candidate sentence into summary, we compute its similarity with each sentences that already be added in summary as (10) and compare each pairwise similarity with a threshold t. We set t to 0.5 by considering that a sentence carrying less than 50% new information does not deserve to be included in the summary especially on a big candidate set. Once if the similarity value is larger than the threshold, we give up the current candidate and move to the next one, until we obtain a certain number of sentences to form the summary.
Merging and extracting proceed simultaneously. Merging, whose thought is similar to merge sort, provides candidate sentence for extracting one by one. Once the number of extracted sentences is satisfied, merging and extracting both can be suspended, rather than merge all ranking results firstly. The whole process can be described in Table II. (10) can be satisfied for all pair-wise similarities, add current candidate into SumSet, else discard it. 5. If | SumSet |< M, go to 3), else go to 6). 6. Combine sentences in SumSet to output as a summary.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
To perform experiments, we crawled a collection of topics from the Sina Weibo hot topic lists. 1 From the topics between May and June of 2013, we selected 50 hot topics that the number of posts of each topic was between 1500 and 2000. Then we invited two volunteers to extract summary for each topic after scanning all the posts of the topic. Each manual summary consisted of 10 sentences from the posts.
Summary evaluation methods can be divided into two types: intrinsic or extrinsic. In extrinsic evaluations, automated summary is measured by how it assists users to perform other tasks such as document retrieval and classification [22] . In intrinsic evaluations, automated summary is evaluated by its content, fluency or grammaticality, which usually compared with manual summaries or directly judged by humans. ROUGE [23] , actually a suit of metrics, is the most popular automatic evaluation metric. One of the simplest ROUGE is ROUGE-N, whose basic idea is to measure the co-occurring n-grams between the automated and manual summaries. Let MS be the manual summaries, and AS be the automated summary. Let 
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where |MS| is the number of manual summaries for each topic. We take ROUGE-1 as the evaluation metric to make our work more comparable with Inouye's work [1] .
B. Results and Discussions
Some important parameters that may affect the experimental results heavily and comparison of our method with baselines will be discussed in this section. Since LDA model involves random seeding, we compute the average ROUGE-1 results of 50 times to weaken the effects of random seeding. For the ratio of TextRank extractor, large value may increase the burden of LDA extractor, and small value may abandon important bigrams mistakenly. After exhaustive experiments we set it to 30%. For the ratio of nearest neighbors when calculating local density of bigram, Rodriguez et al. [21] advises to set the value of it between 1% and 2%. We find the value does not much affect the performance. We set it to 1.4% in the following experiments. For the number of topics in LDA, we find 50 is appropriate after a large number of experiments. Different sizes of key-bigram set present great impact on the performance of ROUGE-1. The results of recall, precision and F-measure are shown in Fig. 2 by altering the value of size from 75 to 250. As we can see, recall increases along with the increase of size, while precision decreases. And the best F-measure appears at the point where the size of key-bigram set equals to 150. Furthermore, the weights of merging strategy affect the results more significantly. Fig. 3 presents the results of F-measure by changing  and  from 0 to 1, separately. As the figure indicates, the values of F-measure present growing trend as a whole, especially when  is bigger than 0.4. Larger  means assign more weight to OS-based ranking strategy than MI-based one. Although MI has higher precision than OS, the recall of OS is much better than MI. Synthesizing recall and precision, OS outperforms MI. Therefore, more bias to OS is more likely to get better , namely give higher weight to the mean rank of two ranking results and OS-based ranking strategy, our TR-LDA method obtain best merging result with F-measure reaching 0.5577. We compare our method with two baselines, the Hybrid TF-IDF with similarity threshold summarizer [1] and the TextRank summarizer [4] . The ROUGE-1 performance is shown in Table III , where TR-LDA-MI, TR-LDA-OS and TR-LDA-MG are based on our cascading key-bigram extractors. The only difference is that TR-LDA-MI adopts MI-based ranking strategy only and TR-LDA-OS adopts OS-based ranking strategy only, while TR-LDA-MG merges the two ranking results. We can make some conclusions from the table. 1) Our TR-LDA related methods outperform baselines obviously by gaining more than 8% improvements of F-measure score.
2) The OS strategy is superior to MI strategy according to the F-measure scores. While the former one gets higher recall scores because it is a recall-designed strategy, and the latter one shows better precision values because it penalizes long sentences more severely. 3) Merging two ranking results can improve the F-measure, which maintains the high recall as TR-LDA-OS and improves the precision by introducing MI ranking strategy. 4) TextRank summarizer shows fairly low precision, therefore results in a poor value of F-measure. This proves that it is unwise to directly apply traditional summarizer to summarize short texts such as microblog posts due to their heavy noise and severe sparsity. 5) Hybrid TF-IDF summarizer, which scores sentences based on the whole BoW, synthetically shows much better F-measure score than TextRank while the precision is still not high. Nevertheless, our TR-LDA-based summarizers all outperform Hybrid TF-IDF summarizer by scoring sentences only based on less than 200 bigrams. The main reason can be explained by that most noisy and trivial words are filtered out by the key-bigram set as first, therefore, more precise summaries can be extracted by our methods from noisy microblog posts.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an automatic microblog summarization method named TR-LDA by cascading two unsupervised key-bigram extractors. Firstly, by calculating the local density of bigrams based on the word distribution over topics of LDA model, a key-bigram set is extracted from a candidate bigram set that provided by TextRank. Then, sentences are ranked by two strategies based on the key-bigram set. Finally, salient sentences are extracted by merging the two ranking results to form a summary. Compared with the Hybrid TF-IDF summarizer that uses BoW for scoring sentences and the TextRank summarizer that uses direct sentence ranking for summarizing traditional single document, our proposed TR-LDA method yielded superior performance on Sina Weibo dataset.
In future work, we plan to combine social attributes to summarize microblog since our method only focuses on text content. Besides, we try to verify the performance of regarding higher n-gram or biterm as lexical unit. Finally, we consider to take advantage of the different weight of key-bigrams when ranking sentences.
